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198 
MOLECULAR VIBRATIONS 
[SEC. 8-7 
In the special case in which w~ + H~k = wy, + Hh" the two roots of this equation are 
	W2 + H~k + H~I' 	and 	wg + H~k - H~l' 	(4) 

so that the levels which are close together initially are spread apart by the perturbation. This is the phenomenon known as resonance. 
There are several applications of resonance to molecular spectroscopy. 

In certain molecules when the anharmonic terms in the potential functiOH are neglected, a calculation may show that two particul~r energy le~eJIi should lie close together. In such cases the anharmomc terms, which ordinarily might produce little effect, may split the two levels quite COJlsiderably. The actual extent of the splitting will depend upon how elo« the unperturbed levels are to one another and upon the magnitude or 
	' 	If ./,0 and ./,0 have different symmetries, that is if they belong I,ll 
	kl'. 	"YJc 	'Yl' 	. 	I 
different species of the point group of the molecule, then the mtegra~ ~J .J' 

will vanish since H' itself is symmetrical, and under such eonditious there will be no splitting of this kind. In general, if W~ and Wf, f~li' degenerate levels so that the wave functions of the lev~l wg and ~h('~(' for W?, have complex symmetries involving several species, there WIll 1,11 no interaction between the two levels unless they share at least 1)11 
species in common.1 
The first example of this type of resonance found" occurs in '( I. 

This molecule has three fundamental frequencies, 667,5,2,350, and abou 1300 cm ? of which 667.5 cm-I is a doubly degenerate bending rn q~ency. The overtone level 2 X 667.5 would lie quite near to the Iuurh mental at about 1,300 and one of the components of this overtone ill I" the same symmetry as the fundamental in question. Cons~q It'llllv, resonance is to be expected between these nearby levels, pushmg Lhl'"1 further apart and causing each of the actual levels to be of mi~cd 1:llIL acter' that is each is part fundamental and part overtone. This 1111 III show~ in the' selection rules; both levels combine with the ground ~11\1 to give Raman lines of about equal intensities, whereas w~thout re8(1I11I111 one would expect one strong line or possibly one strong line and Ilil i'r weak line. Furthermore, resonance also occurs between many l1ill •• higher overtones of these same fundamentals. Other molecules ill W h Ii resonance has been found include CC14, t, CSli6, § and CH~CL 11 II probably very widespread, especially in more complicated molecules 
'L. Tisza, Z. Physik, 82: 48 (1933). 
2 E. Fermi, Z. Physik, 71: 250 (1931). 
D. M. Dennison, Phys. Rev., 4.1: 304: (H132). 
A. Adcl and D. M. D nnis n, Phys.Rcv., 43: 7J6 (H)33); U: 00 (10. :~), 
t }. Plnozok, "MUf 1111111111111,h dol' I1tulioif)Jliio/' Vol. VI, PluL II, I'· 2(~n., 1\/1 
	I!. It 	Wi.IJm.u..' I'll H. n~·I!., 4.0: 11111 (10:\1). 
		___ 	---........-... • .Jl.l..Lof~ 
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In the ease of H20, a second-order resonance is found to be of imporl.nnce.1 The two stretching modes, Ql and Qa, have frequencies which nrc quite close to one another. Since they belong to different symmetry ~I)ecies, however, they cannot interact directly. Levels associated with II.e vibrational quantum numbers VI, V2, Va, and VI - 2, V2, Va + 2 will holong to identical symmetry species and should have approximately l'lltlal energies. The hypothesis of such resonance is supported by the IJI(:t that overtone bands with quantum numbers (2,0,1) and (0,0,3); t' 11,1) and (0,1,3), etc., occur with appreciable intensity and is confirmed I,y the detailed theoretical analysis of the observed frequencies. 
Splitting of Overtone Leeels? The overtones of a degenerate frequency I'Jlll have a very high degree of degeneracy if anharmonic terms are 1111j.(lected. Thus the overtones of a triply degenerate fundamental I"'q.uency are successively 6-fold, lO-fold, etc., degenerate. The level 
(,Ii total quantum number equal to 2, for example, has the states ",0,0), (0,2,0), (0,0,2), (1,1,0), (1,0,1), and (0,1,1). When the anharII III.ic effects are considered, the groups' of states with two quantum numbers equal to zero will be somewhat differently affected compared 
j,h those having only one quantum number equal to zero, so that the II ',lId 'will split slightly into two levels, each triply degenerate. 
'I'h general procedure in finding the number of components involves IIII symmetry of the level. The methods which give the symmetry 1IIIIIil1H of overtone levels have been described in Sec. 7-3. Suppose that 1111 level has the structure 
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III wl.lnh the symbol rC")') stands for the -yth species and nC")') is the number I I IIIIIH this species occurs in the reduction of the representation formed I 1111 wave functil'!ns of the overtone level. Then the maximum number I I I II I Iponents into which the level can be split by the anharmonic terms 
I 
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(5) 
" r~ ument for this is as follows. The total njnnber of wave functions lev L is L n(")')x~~), where x~")') is the dimension of the irreducible 
	~ 	. 
I'. IIILI~Li()1l (symmetry species) rc')'>. In order to split the level into 

I, 'II', IlI\I'Il11K Illitt D. M. Dool1ison, PhY8. n v., 67: 12 (1040). I 'I' .", Y.. l'hr/Hi~·. S2: ~t\ (1IJ:1:\). 
1, )I'IIUi.lIIl, J~I'II~, ,M1)lj, f'hUH., 12: 17 (lULU). 
--....:....- 
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